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Subject's general information

Subject name MASTER'S THESIS

Code 12441

Semester UNDEFINED

Typology Degree Course Character Modality

Master's Degree in Mountain
Areas Management

1 COMPULSORY
Blended
learning

Course number of
credits (ECTS)

6

Type of activity, credits,
and groups

Activity
type

TFM

Number of
credits

6

Number of
groups

1

Coordination ALDOMA BUIXADE, IGNASI

Department GEOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY

Teaching load
distribution between
lectures and
independent student
work

Independent student work 100%

Important information
on data processing

Consult this link for more information.

Language Spanish 
Catalan

2021-22

https://unidisc.csuc.cat/index.php/s/ljIirDLEOoUr5Rj


Teaching staff E-mail addresses
Credits
taught by
teacher

Office and hour of attention

ALDOMA BUIXADE, IGNASI ignasi.aldoma@udl.cat 0

BADIA PERPINYÀ, ANNA anna.badia@uab.cat 0

BALLESTÉ ESCORIHUELA,
MARC

marc.balleste@udl.cat ,5

BELLET SANFELIU, MARIA
CARMEN

carme.bellet@udl.cat 0

BLAY BOQUÉ, JORDI jordi.blay@urv.cat 1

CASTAÑER VIVAS, MARGARITA mita.castaner@udg.edu ,5

GANAU CASAS, JOAN joan.ganau@udl.cat ,5

GISBERT TRAVERIA, MERITXELL meritxell.gisbert@ub.edu 0

GUTIÉRREZ PALOMERO, AARON aaron.gutierrez@urv.cat 0

GÓMEZ MARTÍN, M. BELÉN bgomez@ub.edu 0

MACIÀ AMORÓS, JAUME jaume.macia@udl.cat 0
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NADAL TERSA, JORDI jordi.nadal@uab.cat ,5

PAÜL AGUSTÍ, DANIEL daniel.paul@udl.cat 0

PELACHS MAÑOSA, ALBERT albert.pelachs@uab.cat 1,5

RAVERA , FEDERICA federica.ravera@udg.edu ,5

SALVA CATARINEU,
MONTSERRAT

salva@ub.edu 1,5

SALVAT SALVAT, JAUME jaume.salvat@urv.cat ,5

SCHULTE , LOTHAR schulte@ub.edu 0

UBEDA CARTAÑA, XAVIER xubeda@ub.edu ,5

VERICAT QUEROL, DAMIAN damia.vericat@udl.cat ,5

Teaching staff E-mail addresses
Credits
taught by
teacher

Office and hour of attention

Subject's extra information

The conditions for monitoring, preparing and writing, presenting and evaluating the TFM are detailed in the
document: "Final Master's Thesis: guide", which is included in the resources section of the Virtual Campus of the
subject.

Learning objectives

Design a project for the recognition, development or planning of a mountain territory, both from the aspect of
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analysis of the observed reality, as well as diagnosis and proposals, as well as aspects of environmental or socio-
economic management of mountain territories.

Apply the techniques and instruments of observation, analysis, proposals and / or management introduced during
the development of the master's degree to the environmental and socio-economic realities of mountain areas.

Competences

Basic

B06 Possess and understand knowledge that provides a basis or opportunity to be original in the development and /
or application of ideas, often in a research context (*)

B08 That students are able to integrate knowledge and face the complexity of formulating judgments based on
information that, being incomplete or limited, includes reflections on the social and ethical responsibilities linked to
the application of their knowledge and judgments (*)

B09 That students know how to communicate their conclusions -and the knowledge and ultimate reasons that
support them- to specialized and non-specialized audiences in a clear and unambiguous way (*)

B10 That students possess the learning skills that allow them to continue studying in a way that will have to be
largely self-directed or autonomous.

Generals

CG4 Analyze the underlying dynamics of new and complex situations, design alternative resolution strategies and
take advantage of the potential for improvement.

Specific

CE3 Design, write and develop plans and projects for risk prevention, resource management and physical planning.

CE5 Analyze the processes of economic development in areas of low demographic density and design alternatives
for growth and development of new activities.

Subject contents

Individual work applied in a specific territory or reality on a subject of territorial planning (risk prevention, urban
planning, ...), economic revitalization plan or business project in a specific mountain area.

Methodology

Teaching methods Learning activities Total hours

TFM

Tutoring / orientation session 4

Follow-up tutorials 10

Search for information 20

Readings 20

Drafting of TFM 95

Presentation / defense of the TFM 1

Development plan
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The Master's Final Project is carried out at the end of the academic journey, once the knowledge of the subjects of
the Master has been acquired.

Evaluation

Evaluation system Weighting in%

Reports, analysis reports or
applied project

65

Oral defense of Works 20

Assistance and preparation of
TFM follow-up tutorials

15

Bibliography

Recommended by the tutor of each specific subject
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